How to Use Print from E-mail
By using **Print from E-mail**, you can print documents or photos attached to an e-mail just by sending the e-mail to the special address for printing from your PC, smartphone, or other types of PDA.

**Address for Printing:**
xxx@mp.c-ij.com

To use **Print from E-mail**, follow the procedures explained on the following pages.
How to Use Print from E-mail

To use Print from E-mail, you will first prepare the printer, then register the printer to Print from E-mail, and finally begin using Print from E-mail.

1. Preparing the printer
   - Checking the printer environment
   - Updating the firmware
   - Preparing the items required

2. Registering the printer to Print from E-mail
   - Registering the printer to Print from E-mail

3. Using Print from E-mail
   - Using Print from E-mail
   - To use Print from E-mail by multiple users
Checking the printer environment

To use Print from E-mail, the printer needs the following environment:

- The printer software (firmware) must be updated to ver. 2.000 or later. (For the update procedures, see Updating the firmware.)
- The printer must be connected to the Internet.

REFERENCE

Connect the printer to an access point or router that is connected to the Internet, as shown below.
Preparing the items required

To use Print from E-mail, you need to register the printer to Print from E-mail. Prepare the following:

a) Your e-mail address
   Your e-mail address will be used for the account information for Print from E-mail.

b) PC, smartphone, or other types of PDA
   Using a PC, smartphone, or other types of PDA, you will register the printer to Print from E-mail.

REFERENCE
The PC, smartphone, or other types of PDA must be connected to the Internet (including via the G3 line). For your easy entry, use of a PC with the keyboard is recommended.

(For the registration procedure, see Registering the printer to Print from E-mail.)
The printer must be connected to the Internet.